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Abstract
Often Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is implemented after an organization has an already established legacy set of applications and data formats. SOA is a powerful approach in that it can encapsulate and streamline data into a format that can be understood by an entire organization. From the executive department to the field office, data can be universally accessible. If there is a need to gather, consume, and create reports from data stored in a MySQL database at the field office with an Oracle database from the accounting department and a Progress database at the manufacturing plant, then you need SOA. This interconnection is not exclusive to databases, but rather any form or type of data for which there is a need to gather and compare data. Whether it is stored in various file formats from a Linux server, Solaris server or Windows server to an embedded device, then you need a SOA. This paper is an analysis of one SOA approach and the basic underlying network layers of it.

Choosing and subsequently implementing a service oriented architecture for a large organization can be a complex undertaking; but Swordfish and Eclipse SOA, the new emerging SOA framework and integrated development environment, could mediate this. In this paper the eclipse SOA and Swordfish runtime framework are investigated and presented as a viable open source service oriented architecture solution for the enterprise.
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1. Introduction

Large organizations are tediously involved with the creation, compilation and use of data by internal departments, constituents and external entities. When data or information needs to be collected and compiled by members of such an organization, the relevant data or information may traverse data acquired by various members of that organization.

In such an organization it is inevitable for a diversity of information and data formats to exist. Consequently various unrelated software systems are used by different members to maintain, store and collect their information and data. Because of this, data needed to be translated into useful information by various members of different departments or entities within the organization. Information needs to flow through an organization as fast as a person could send, receive, translate and interpret it.

The solution to information bottlenecks is to create a networked enterprise within the organization that facilitates the accessibility, mutability and persistence of data. Such a networked architecture on computers within and across an organization would allow information to flow instantaneously and uninhibited without a need for members to translate data from one format into another.

The project described in this paper aimed to facilitate the integration of the diverse collection of data of an organization, and combining unrelated software systems into a decentralized architecture that can manage and facilitate the sharing and updating of information among its vast user base.

The goal is to accommodate the various departments of an organization with a dynamic, decentralized and functional service oriented architecture that can be utilized by members of the organization or even composite web services. This service oriented architecture will allow members of an organization to access, store, and compile information from various data formats in a fluid manner across organizational boundaries.
Section 2 describes the core concepts and technologies that are involved in a service oriented architecture. Section 3 gives a general overview of the organization’s layout and its requirements for the implementation of a SOA. Section 4 gives an in-depth introduction into the service oriented architecture behind Eclipse SOA and Swordfish. Section 5 describes some initial experiments in developing and running web services with Eclipse SOA, as well as subsequent deployment into a deployable Swordfish server framework. Section 6 concludes information from the effort gathered thus far, summarizing the workability, feasibility and possible realization of the Eclipse service oriented architecture system for the Southeast National Marine Renewable Energy Center (SNMREC), a U.S. Department of Energy designated national center for research at Florida Atlantic University.

2. A Decentralized Service Oriented Architecture

For years the internet has been characterized by web traffic and portals, but this paradigm is now changing into one of automated and complex electronic transactions. The internet or local networked communication has become a more integral part of the application domain. Eventually there has arisen a need for applications to invoke programs remotely across a network.

At first, programs were created on client machines that executed remote procedure calls to applications running on servers across a network or on the internet. The problem with this approach is that client and server applications were either centralized or hardwired to one another. If the server application changed then all clients needed to be changed or updated in order for the remote procedure call over the network to function properly.

Over time this led to the need for an open specification which could standardize an application communication layer. Thus XML-RPC and SOAP specifications were formalized. Services provided by an application running on the server would be accessible by any client, running on any platform. Data and communication exchange over the internet is made possible by a protocol suite of communication layers.

The fundamental component for an organization’s networked enterprise is the application layer. Below this layer is the network layer (IP), and the transport layer (TCP or UDT). The application layer resides above these two layers and is an assemblage of subsequent layers on the communication protocol stack. Collectively this combination of layers - network, transport and application – is commonly known as the internet layer.

Much of the logic of an SOA resides in this application layer. Those layers which are added to the communication protocol stack’s application layer create a service oriented architecture (SOA). These communication layers are responsible for the transport and exchange of data across the internet and networks in XML-compliant structures. An SOA is a fairly complex mix of open standards specification protocols such as SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, and numerous WS* specifications (those are second generation web service specifications – WS-BPEL ...etc.) [3][6][16].

These open standards specifications make asynchronous communication possible between autonomous services running on an organization’s network enterprise. Loosely coupled service architecture is what differentiates SOA from other network architectures.

Communications within an SOA is message based. Messaging can be described as the transfer of data stored in XML documents through the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocol specification. SOAP provides for the serialization, transport and de-serialization of XML documents. XML schema allows data contained in messages to be represented in an established and standardized format that is defined by an XML data schema.

This XML schema subsequently requires and defines an XML document which attaches meaning and context to its stored data, thereby preserving the integrity and validity of the data. SOAP uses many protocols once such protocol is the HTTP protocol which it uses to transport these XML documents from one system to another regardless of the operating system, application programming interface libraries or object model framework used. As long as systems understand the SOAP protocol, they can send and receive data in a way that is independent of the platform.

The importance of the SOAP protocol is that it enables data encapsulated within XML documents to exchanged between web-based distributed services (web services). However, SOAP’s standardized communications framework is merely a means of information transport, and does not have a means to convey the functionality of the web services. The XML-
based language WSDL (Web Service Description Language) addresses this issue. WSDL describes SOAP-enabled services. It is used to describe the details and mechanics of invoking a web service and its public interfaces in a platform-independent and language-independent way. Web services allow organizations to bridge the gaps between heterogeneous and disparate application environments. SOA is entirely based on web services and other complementing specifications such as UDDI that facilitate the registry and discovery of web services. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of a service-oriented architecture.

3. The Southeast National Marine Renewable Energy Center Legacy Systems

The Center of Ocean Energy Technology at FAU is a large organization involved with work that spans departments, constituents and external entities. The data and research is utilized by a large user base comprised of teachers, students, researchers, employees, government officials, and industry clients.

The center needed a service-oriented architecture that could leverage data availability and accessibility. The existing system currently is comprised of researchers depositing raw data on either the local, departmental or center’s computer infrastructure. There is currently no networked organizational enterprise system that allows members of the center to access, store, and compile information from various data formats in a fluid manner across the organizational boundaries of the center.

4. Eclipse SOA and Swordfish Architecture

Implementing an SOA system for the SNMREC project is an endeavor that may ultimately span years of research and development. The SOA system for the SNMREC project is expected to be dynamic and robust enough that it can accommodate an ever-growing and changing domain.

An optimal solution is an extensible SOA framework based upon proven, established and emerging open standards. The Eclipse Swordfish runtime and SOA platform, although still in the incubation stages of development at Eclipse.org, is the best choice for an open standards-based SOA framework [13][14].

The Swordfish SOA Runtime Framework (Figure 2) is a tested, tried and proven SOA framework. Swordfish is derived from Germany’s Dueche Post (postal service) SOA framework that has been open sourced and contributed to the Eclipse foundation through Sopera [15]. The advantage of using Swordfish is open source and part of the Eclipse foundation’s SOA platform. The benefit of the Eclipse Foundation is that it is an open source software platform that is backed and supported by major software industry leaders such as IBM, Red Hat, and Borland, among others, ensuring that this software platform will be around for years with active development, updates and bug fixes.

Swordfish is the Eclipse SOA’s runtime framework. It has been integrated into the Eclipse SOA Platform which is a runtime and tools integration platform for SOA developers. The Swordfish runtime framework that is primarily based on Eclipse Equinox and OSGI (Open Services Gateway Initiative) [5] is used by NASA’s Maestro and Ensemble [9] projects. It is used as a space mission software platform in an Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform) [4] deployment. OSGI is a powerful modular framework and runtime whose specifications are produced by the OSGI Alliance, an industry consortium of software and embedded systems vendors such as IBM, Red-Hat, Hitachi, Oracle, NEC, Siemens and Ericsson. Eclipse Equinox is a robust scalable and comprehensive implementation of OSGI [5][11] specifications. Other technologies the Eclipse Swordfish framework incorporates is the inclusion of proven open source components such as Apache ServiceMix [10] and Apache CXF [12]. Apache CXF is an open source web services framework that has binary and legacy protocol support. Apache ServiceMix is an enterprise service bus with functionality that is a combination of event-driven architecture and service-oriented architecture.

Some of the technologies that the Eclipse Swordfish SOA framework is derived from are used to manage the
Spirit and Opportunity missions on Mars. If these underlying technologies that make up the Eclipse Swordfish SOA framework are viable and robust enough for NASA to conduct missions on Mars, then service oriented architecture derived from and based upon such technologies should likewise be a viable and robust solution for the SNMREC project.

Another benefit of the Swordfish runtime framework is that it is included in the Eclipse SOA Platform. This is a runtime and tools integration platform for SOA developers. It simplifies the development of SOA and the testing of services by being able to execute them on an all-inclusive platform. The Eclipse SOA Platform includes a Java IDE, Swordfish Tooling, ECF’s OSGi 4.2 remote services implementation, the Plugin Development Environment (PDE), an XML Editor, and a WSDL Editor.

5. Experimental Results

The implementation of SNMREC’s SOA is being developed using the SOA Eclipse IDE and tooling. Implementation of web services requires creating either a BPEL project in Eclipse or manually creating a WSDL file for a Web Service. The next step involves creating a JAX-WS Service from a WSDL file. This service can either be a consumer or a provider. Composite services can then be created from a combination of these services. These services are created as Eclipse OSGi plugins [2]. Web services are then run and tested internally on the Eclipse SOA development system. It has an integrated Swordfish runtime which includes all the Swordfish OSGi bundles and dependencies. After native testing, the web service is exported as a plugin. This plugin was then deployed as an OSGi application bundle into a standalone Swordfish server runtime. This process comprised the testing and development phases of a Web Service for the SOA.

The implementation of a UDDI is currently still under development. For the purpose of testing the Eclipse SOA tooling, a prototype example of a reservation system was created as a composite web service. It was composed of two separate web services - a payment verification service and reservation number verification system.

The experiments and results gathered thus far are limited to a preliminary investigation for a viable SOA solution for use at SNMREC. No actual or functional domain-specific web services have been created. However, the results prove the ease, simplicity and quick implementation time of developing web services for the SOA with the Eclipse SOA IDE and the Swordfish framework. Experiments with the deployment and development of specific web services for the SNMREC SOA needs to be addressed with further testing of actual data and applications which are specific to SNMREC’s domain.

6. Conclusions

An analysis of the Eclipse SOA and Swordfish runtime framework was necessary for the newly formed national organization (SNMREC) so that it could understand the logistical possibilities offered by service oriented architecture.

We wanted to research and test a potential SOA for the SNMREC organization. There are many different SOA integrations available for SNMREC organization to choose. We chose to experiment and conduct an analysis of the Eclipse SOA for SNMREC primarily because it is an open source solution and is standards-based.

We decided that the Eclipse SOA tooling and its Swordfish runtime framework for deployable web-services would be a viable solution for the SNMREC organizational SOA. However, features such as a central UDDI repository, security and access restriction OSGi plugins for the Swordfish framework will need to be developed and implemented in order to make this a completely viable SOA for the organization. Because this system is open source, modifying and developing in-house solutions to the unique requirements of the organization can be done. Furthermore, the industry-
backed open standards components of the Eclipse SOA and the Swordfish runtime ensure system interoperability and future development.

7. Future Work

Future work on the SNMREC project involves developing both java OSGi plugins for the Swordfish server that add new functionality and department-specific web services. Developing a UDDI plugin for the Swordfish runtime framework will be the first priority.
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